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Abstract

In this paper we use results on the aggregation of singularly perturbed Markov
chains to analyze manufacturing systems. The basis for this analysis is the presence %
in the system of events and processes that occur at markedly different rates- -

operations on machines, set-ups, failures, and repairs, etc. The result of the analysis S
is a set of models, each fax simpler than the full model, describing system behavior
over different time horizons. In addition, we present a new theoretical result on the
computation of asymptotic rates of particular events in perturbed Markov processes,
where an "event" may correspond to the occurrence of one of several transitions
in the process. We may apply this result to compute effective production rates at •
different time scales, taking into account the occurrence of setups and failures. 5'.
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I. Introduction

In this paper we analyze a finite-state Markov chain model of a flexible manu-

facturing system (FMIS). Such models have been used before and they allow us to .y

I-

perform a variety of computations and make corresponding conclusions without the

additional complexity resulting from the use of a more complex model. The point of

our analysis is to demonstrate the multiple time scale structure of an FMS and the

resulting hierarchical computations that can be performed. Since our Markov anal-

ysis methods carry over to more general models (such as semi-Markov processes),

the general nature of the conclusions and methods we describe here continue to hold

for more accurate and complex FMS models.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe a simple FMS,

and we apply the methods of i] to analyze this system. In section III, we present

a new theoretical result on the asymptotic frequencies of particular events in finite-

state Markov chains and again apply this to our FMS example. Our presentation

is necessarily brief, and we refer the reader to [2] for a complete development.

II. Multiple Time Scale Analysis of a Simple FMS Model

Our objective in this section is to describe and analyze a Markov chain model

of an FMS which results in a probabilistic evolution of the form

i,)t = A (°)(o x o(t)(2 1

where Z(°)(t) is the vector of probabilities for the various states in the model. Here c

is a small parameter introduced to capture the fact that different transitions occur
-S"

with rates that may differ significantly. The superscript "(0)" indicates that this is
-"

the zeroth level in a hierarchical decomposition of our model that leads to significant

. . .

i-.5



computational savings. .

The hierarchical decomposition of (2.1) as developed in [1) can be described as..

.-

follows. Suppose that we have our model described at the kth level as I

c~lt) A_€ ~d ()( ) (2.2).

where X-() t ) is the vector of probabilities of an aggregated version of the process at ."°

the preceding level. Then, let U(k)(0) denote the matrix of ergodic probabilities for .

A(k)(0), i.e. each column of I(A)(0) is the ergodic probability vector for a distinct,,.

ergodic class of A(*)(O). Also, let V(")(c) be the matrix of c-dependent membership,.."

matrices. That is, for the It h ergodic class of A(k)€(0), and the jth state of the process

associated with A(k)(t), we have

Vi )(c ) = Pr(ProcesF, first enters Ith ergodic class

process starts in state j) (2.3)

where (2.3) is computed using A(Malc). Furthermore, let (f) be any modification

of V()e(r) such that (a) the leading order ters of each element of [1_(]ca) andibe a

afe the same, and (b)

S ()(2.4)

i.e. the concept of "membership" is preserved. Then define

e (kdc)(f) () ok ( Als, l0) (0) (2.s)

so that A(+)() has one state for each ergodic class of A()C0 ) . The main result in

[1] is that

C-I,

where 2.3) s com ute uin)()(e)C themr let0 V( K()()beaymdfcto

__ I
are th sameand (D
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+rV(°)(o)(1)(o)eA(2'c)v( )(o)V(°)

- u (0) ( 1) (0) K (1) (0) () (0)

+r(°) () ... u ( K- 2) (o) K-)(O)e(Kl'-1)1V - ) (o) •.. v(o) ,0

_2o)(o) ... (K-2)(o)v(K-2)(O) ... v(O)(o)

+o(f) (2.6)

where the final scale here (K-i) is such that A(K-)(O) has the same number of

ergodic classes as A(k-)() for c E (0, c]. Also 0(t) in (2.6) is uniform for t E [0, oo)...

Thus we have a decomposition of our process in terms of increasingly aggregated

processes describing behavior at longer and longer time scales. Note that the major

contribution of [1] is the identification of the critical e-dependent terms in V(k)(e).

In particular, higher order terms are of central importance for so-called almost

transient states, i.e. states which at a particular time scale are transient for A(k)(0),

but are not transient for A(k)() and therefore may provide critical paths between

ergodic classes.

Consider now a simple FMS consisting of two machines, designated machines

1 and 2. Each of the machines is capable of operating on each of the two parts,

type 1 and type 2. Machine 1 is flexible and unreliable. The flexibility indicates

that the machine may operate on either part 1 or part 2 interchangeably without

setting up. Therefore there is no set-up activity associated with this machine. It is,

however, unreliable, indicating that it is subject to random failures and therefore
I)

there are failure and repair events defined for this machine, as well as a failure

activity. Machine 2 is the opposite of machine 1, being reliable, but inflexible. To

switch between part types, it is necessary to cease operations and perform the set-up

5'% % .. " * " . ' .' * . . '. - .-. . .- - ..' .- - - .. . -' . - .+ - - . +-...- .- ~. - .... -. - -. - - - -. - .- - -.- .'
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activity.".
Essentially, by assuming that various events occur with exponential holding "-uR

times, we can obtain a Markov chain model for this FMS. It is convenient to think '

of the state of this model as consisting of a set of components. These components "

are

* Failure status of machine 1 (failed, working)

* Set-up status for machine 2 (Set-up for part 1, switching to part 2, --

Set-up for part 2, switching to part 1) -;

* Machine 1 operations (working on part 1, working on part 2, idle) S

.. %

* Machine 2 operations (working on part 1, working on part 2, idle) -i.

* Decision Variable for Machine 1 (Loading decisions being made or

not being made) ""

* Decision Variable for Machine 2 (Loading decision being made or-'-

not being made) "

Obviously not all combinations of components make sense - - e.g. machine 2 cannot - '.P/

..

be working on part 2 if it is set up for part 1, and in fact this FMS has a 40-state'-."

model. Also, we include explicitly the notion of decision states to model loading

decisions. That we associate exponential holding times with the time to make
decisions is of no consequence (except to allow us to stay within the Markovian

chain framework) as this will be the fastest process in the model which thus will be
aggregated away at the first step of our procedure. The holding times and different

' -rates associated with the decision components can be thought of as corresponding

to scheduling decisions, and indeed, our long-term objective is to use the analysis o r.

presented here as the basis for designing control and scheduling schemes for FMS's.

U.~ ~ J. .P~ ~ U. U.. . "..*' ..

,, ., .Z.... . . m odel" .'. A s, w inc ud explicitly th 3 ',.,./ 3 '. N ,'e ' ..tio ..n o -f decsio st te to.' - m. o.d..el.-, .' ' loadin,'g
• -', .. '/..'" decisions ' ,,'' o.." Tha we aso it ex o e ta holding timesr '-wit th time ' "to make



The transitions of the multi-component state are also best thought of on an",

..S

individual component basis, although some transitions change more than one corn-,'.

ponent (e.g. a decisior to begin an operation on a type 1 part changes the system .
to a non-decision state (since the decision has been completed) and changes the .:

machine state from idle to operating on part 1) and the rates of changes for partic- -2
ular components depend on the other components (again we can't decide to begin

operating on part 2 on machine 2 until it is set up for part 2). The complete set of.-
elementary component rates for our model arengn e

p Failure rate, P. This is the transition rate from machine 1 operating n part

1 to machine 1 failed and of course idle). atorr

u Repair rate, R. This is the transition rate from machine 1 failed to machine

m- I

o working (but idle). 2i f)l

" Set up rate, S This is the transition rate from machine 2 being set up for 1

or 2 to completely set up for that part type.

* Setup initiation rates, F.(ij). These are the rates of transitions corresponding

to setting machine 2 up for operation j when the failure status of machine 1 is

i (i=O,1 correspond to failed and working respectively). Again, these should
I

be thought of as scheduling parameters.

" Rates T' at which operation j is completed on machine i. .-

" Decision completion rates L for machine i resulting in the decision to initiate

operation j. Again these are scheduling parameters and are in general func-

tions of other components of the state. For example, if machine 2 is set up --

for part 1, we may use decision rates for machine 1 that favor operation 2.

*~**5~5~~". . - *
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The key features of an FMS on which our analysis rests is that the rates just

described are of drastically different orders of magnitude. A reasonable ordering of

the sizes of these rates is the following:

F. (i,) =cf(i,j (2.7)

R = eAr "-'

where each of the lower case quantities are 0(1). This equation implies that deci-

sions characterize the fastest time scale, machine operations the next, then setups

and set-up decisions, and finally at the slowest time scale, failures and repairs. With

these choices, we now have a complete specification of a model of the form of (2. 1).

ATplying the methodology described previously, we then obtain a sequence of mod-

els A(0)(0), A(') (0), A (0), A(s)(O) describing the dynamics of the FMS at different

time scales:

A()0:at this time scale, the only transitions we see are decisions.

at this next time scale, decision transitions occur so quickly that their

behavior can be averaged, yielding a model that captures the completion -

of operations over a scale at which neither set-up or failure events occur.

Note that the averaging of the decision variable has the effect of reflecting

the decisions to switch between the two parts on machine 1.

A (2
)(0): At this time scale individual part completions occur very frequently

It "

4.-
Foij)=Sfo .j (2.7 .(
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and can be averaged. This scale focuses on set-up decisions and comple-

tions.

A(3)(O): At this time scale, the focus is on failures and repairs. Again the

averaging implied by the occurrence of faster events and captured by

(2.5) leads to an effective failure rate reflecting the fact that in our model

failures can only occur when machine 1 is operating on a part and not

during times when it is idle.
a,%

III. Event Frequencies at Different Time Scales

In an FMS one is typically interested in production rates for different part types.

In our simple example, production of a single part corresponds to the occurrence

of one of several transitions in the Markov chain (e.g. machine 1 produces a type .'

1 part when its operational status changes from "operating on part 1" to "idle" -

- the other components of the state, however, are not fixed, so there are several

full state transitions corresponding to this completion event). It is also clear that

the rate at which parts are produced depends on the time scale over which one

looks at the process. For example, if one looks at production rates at a time scale -'

commensurate with part production times, then these rates are the corresponding

ri 1 if machine j is operating on part i at the time (e.g. at this time scale, one sees

no type 2 production if machine 1 is failed and machine 1 is set up for part 1). On

the other hand, if one looks over a very long time period, in which there are many

setups, failures and repairs, one could expect to see average production rates that

take into account down time due to failures and setups as well as the scheduling

parameters controlling part loading and set-up decisions.

0In
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What the preceding discussion suggests is another hierarchical approach in which

rates at one time scale are averaged to produce rates at the next time scale. Note

two interesting features of this concept: at faster time scales we are counting in-

dividual transitions in our models; at slower time scales, the individual transitions

have been "aggregated away" and thus we are dealing with average numbers of

transitions. Secondly, the development of a general theory for this type of compu-

tation is somewhat more delicate than the multiple time scale analysis described

in the previous section. For example, suppose that there are two transitions, one

from state i to state j and one from state m to state n, that correspond to the same

physical event. Suppose further that the transition rate from i to j is C, while the

exact ergodic probability of state i is 1; similarly, suppose that the rate from m to

n is much larger, namely 1, but the ergodic probability of state m is c. In this case,

both of these possible transitions are of equal importance (the m to n transitions S

may occur more quickly, but we are in state m less frequently). State m in this

example is an almost transient state so that if we looked at the ergodic probability .

matrices, U(k) (0) introduced in the previous section we would find that they yielded p

a 0 probability of being in state m and hence would not account for the m to n

transitions in computing the desired event rate.

To overcome this, let us first define E-dependent versions of the probabilities in

U(k)(O). Specifically, let p(t) denote the original Markov chain, let j be any state in

the process corresponding to A()(f) and let I denote any of the ergodic classes of

A(")(0). Also, let At be a time interval that is explicitly a function of c, i.e. so that
'-.._

= o(At) (3.1)

and

At =O(C~k) (3.2)

=
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so that At is long with respect to the kth time scale, but short with respect to the

(k+l)st. Then define

1 = !imnPr{p(t + At) E i I p(t) E 1). (3.3)

Note that {u .)(0)} are the elements of U(k)(0). We then let ii. )(c) denote the

leading-order term of u . (c), and define U)(E) accordingly. In [2] an efficient

method for calculating _L(c) is described.

Suppose that we are interested in counting a certain set of transitions that all

correspond to a common event. Specifically, for each state i in our process, let Wi

denote the set of states j such that we wish to increase our count by 1 if an i to j

transition occurs. Define the row vector Q(°)(E) as

Q(0)(d - [qi°(0),. .. ,q (0)] (3.4)

(where A(°)(c) is NxN) and

q0 = Z o0 (3.5)

Then define

Q(k)()0 - Q-( U(-l)(,.  (3.6)

Let 17 (t) denote the counting process corresponding to counting all of the transitions

of interest. We then have the following

Theorem: Consider the time interval At satisfying

e -± = o(At), At = o(-), (3.7)

then
- E Ip' (t) E ] . (3.8)

1- M'

q, W(E



Furthermore, if
qk) (E) .-

then the expectation in (3.8) can be dropped - - i.e. we have an almost sure quantity.

What this result states is that q(k)(c) is the leading-order term in the average

count frequency at the kth time scale assuming we are in aggregate state I at that

time scale. Furthermore, if enough transitions take place at this time scale - - i.e.

if (3.9) holds, this asymptotic count frequency equals the observed count frequency

almost surely.

The complete application of this result for the computation of effective produc-
- -. S

tion rates for our FMS example is described in [2]. We note here only the ultimate

result. Specifically, if we look at At's longer that the slowest time scale - - i.e. a

time period over which many failures and repairs occur - - we obtain a single ef-

fective production rate for each part type on each machine (at this time scale we . ,

have essentially aggregated our Markov chain into a single state). For example, the

effective production rate for type 1 parts on machine 2 at this time scale has the

form

S U( 31)(0) + r () (1) (3.10)r,' +- (3 + p-."

where "(4)" denotes this very long time scale, while "(3)" denotes the prceding

time scale. Here p(P) is the effective machine failure rate at this preceding time -

scale (recall failures can only occur when machine 1 is working on a part), while

u(3 )(0) and u(')(1) are the total type 1 production rates when machine 1 is failed

and working respectively (recall at this time scale the failure status is frozen). Thus •

(3.10) represents a weighting of these two rates by the percentages of time one -..

expects machine 1 to be failed or working. If we back up another step we can *.,

relate u(3 )(0) and u(3 )(1) to a set of production rates at the second time scale at S

a..,.-.. . .. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .. .~*~**. ~ a . . a .. a° -a '.
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which no setups are observed, and we will find that u(-)(O) and u()(1) are weighted

combinations of these production rates with weights reflecting the amount of time

machine 2 is set up for part 1. This process can be backed up further until we are

back to the original r,;l rates.
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